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Abstract 

Right hemisphere damage causes communication problems in conversation, but its 

precise effects have been challenging to study. As such, there are few clinical 

assessments focused on right hemisphere damage and conversation, and essentially 

no evidence-based interventions. Other-initiated repair sequences (i.e., moments 

when a problem of hearing or understanding are indicated and addressed) are a well 

described aspect of interaction, with a large body of empirical research evidencing 

their organisation. Because of the communicative activities they implicate, these 

sequences may also be a site in which the symptoms of right hemisphere 

communication disorder become salient. This study explores the organisation of 

other-initiated repair sequences in interactions involving people with right 

hemisphere communication disorder using conversation analysis. Two people with 

right hemisphere communication disorder caused by stroke and four of their familiar 

conversation partners were recorded in triadic interactions. 104 minutes of recordings 

were collected, and 28 other-initiated repair sequences were subjected to analysis. 

This included other-initiations of repair produced by participants with right 

hemisphere communication disorder, and other-initiations of repair addressed to 

them. Participants with right hemisphere communication disorder were found to 

implement efficacious other-initiations of repair, to recognise core aspects of the 

trouble sources indicated in their own turns, and to design suitable repair solutions. 

That is, their inferences about communication problems were successful. However, 

one participant with right hemisphere communication disorder displayed difficulty 

managing aspects of the repair sequences, with her conversation partners also 

orienting towards her difficulties. It is argued that her difficulties were driven by 

problems dealing with multifaceted and ambiguous conversational moments. These 

observed difficulties suggest that other-initiated repair sequences may be valuable for 
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detecting right hemisphere communication disorder, and highlight the possible role of 

conversational sampling in clinical assessment. 

 

Key words: Right hemisphere damage, conversation, other-initiated repair, 

communication disorder 
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Introduction 

Right hemisphere damage causes communication problems in conversation, but we 

are at an early stage of understanding its precise effects (Barnes & Armstrong, 2010; 

Ferré, Fonseca, Ska, & Joanette, 2012; Lehman Blake, 2018; Mackenzie & Brady, 

2008). There are few well-established clinical assessments focused on right 

hemisphere damage and conversation, and essentially no evidence-based 

interventions directly targeting conversation (Lehman Blake, Frymark, & Venedictov, 

2013). These gaps in knowledge and practice are attributable to the fact that right 

hemisphere communication disorder is both understudied and complex. It causes 

impairments that affect lexical processing, prosody processing, and discourse and 

pragmatics (Lehman Blake, 2018; Mackenzie & Brady, 2008). These symptoms can be 

variable (both within and between people) (Ferré et al., 2012), and the communication 

behaviours through which they manifest are multifaceted and context sensitive, 

creating a conceptually and practically challenging object of study (cf. Barnes & Bloch, 

2019). As a consequence, research methods that are sensitive to the fine details of 

everyday conversation are vital for accumulating new knowledge on the symptoms of 

right hemisphere communication disorder, and beginning to relate impairment 

symptoms to the processing deficits causing them. 

 This study explores a foundational aspect of everyday conversation in 

interactions involving people with conversational difficulties following right 

hemisphere damage. It analyses the organisation of other-initiated repair sequences 

using the research method conversation analysis (e.g., Sidnell & Stivers, 2013). I will 

examine whether patterns in the management of other-initiated repair may be 

relevant for capturing the effects of right hemisphere communication disorder on 

conversation. I will then offer some preliminary evidence on its realisation in triadic 
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interactions involving two people with conversational difficulties following right 

hemisphere stroke.  

 

Other-initiation of repair in conversation 

When problems with speaking, hearing, or understanding talk arise in 

conversation, interactants may address them using other-initiation of repair. Other-

initiation of repair signals a problem—or “trouble source”—within a turn produced by 

another party and can take a variety of forms (Dingemanse and Enfield, 2015). Its 

routine nature belies both its importance and its complexity. Other-initiation of repair 

is a central resource for promoting mutual understanding in interaction (Robinson, 

2006; Schegloff, 1992), providing a robust method for interactants to dynamically 

track and shape the course of their communicative activities. However, its efficacy 

rests on the recipient of the other-initiation successfully analysing its import, followed 

by collaborative efforts to solve the problems indicated. This begins with the targeted 

recipient of the other-initiation of repair recognising it as such, and not some other 

action (e.g., encouraging further talk about the prior turn; see Schegloff, 1997). Next, 

they must locate the problem(s) that have been signalled via the other-initiation. Then, 

they must develop a fitted solution to the problem(s) for others to accept or reject. 

Finally, the parties to the interaction must resume the course of action suspended by 

the other-initiation of repair and its resolution.  

The other-initiating turn provides support for locating the trouble source in 

prior talk and determining what is required to resolve it. Structurally, the reach of 

other-initiation of repair is limited to turns that are adjacent to the other-initiation 

(Robinson, 2014). This constrains how the speaker of the trouble source should search 

for possible problems in their conduct. The practices used to design an other-initiation 

of repair can more strongly signal what has gone awry. Dingemanse and Enfield (2015) 
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draw a contrast between other-initiation formats that are “open” versus those that are 

“restricted”. In English, restricted formats include specifying wh words (e.g., where?), 

full and partial repeats of a prior turn (e.g., in the car?), and candidate understandings 

(e.g., you’re saying that it’s outside?). These practices provide specific (positive and 

negative) evidence of the problematic elements in prior talk. On the other hand, open 

formats—such as huh, sorry, what—are far less explicit about the nature of the trouble, 

although they may allude to problems with the perceptibility or appositeness of the 

prior turn (Drew, 1997; Robinson, 2014). Both open and restricted formats may also 

be classified as to the sort of repair solution that they implicate. Dingemanse and 

Enfield (2015) draw a contrast between “request type” and “offer type” other-

initiations of repair (see also Schegloff, 2004, p. 95-99). Request types implicate 

repetition or specification as a repair solution. Request types may be open or restricted 

(i.e., open request vs. restricted request). Offer types implicate confirmation or 

disconfirmation as a repair solution. Offer types are only delivered via restricted 

formats.  

These two dimensions (i.e., open vs. restricted; request vs. offer), provide a 

basic paradigm for classifying how other-initiation of repair formats characterise a 

trouble source and project possible repair solutions. In conversation, these dimensions 

are realised via the rich specifics of the communication situation. When responding to 

an other-initiation of repair, the trouble source speaker must draw inferences that 

synthesise the preceding talk, the format of the other-initiation of repair, and other 

relevant aspects of the social activity and interactional scene (e.g., Bolden, 2012) to 

settle on a (candidate) repair solution. Other-initiation of repair and the practices 

associated with it can also be a vehicle for additional or alternative actions (Kendrick, 

2015). For instance, because other-initiation of repair implicates repetition or revision 

of previous talk from the trouble source speaker, it may be additionally used to 
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foreshadow a dispreferred response (e.g., a disagreement, a rejection; see Schegloff, 

2007, p. 102-104). By indicating a problem with hearing or understanding the prior 

turn, the other-initiating party can provide a more generic reason for delaying the 

development of the course of action embodied in prior talk, and provide the trouble 

source speaker with an opportunity to change tack. The formats employed for other-

initiation of repair may also be used to carry out non-serious actions (e.g., jokes; on 

aphasia, see Barnes and Ferguson, 2015, p. 328-329) and extreme stances towards the 

prior turn (e.g., disbelief, surprise) (e.g., Kendrick, 2015). This means that, in addition 

to dealing with the main thrust of the repair sequence, speakers and recipients of 

other-initiations of repair must also be sensitive to the possibility that something 

additional to (or other than) problems with speaking, hearing, or understanding are 

being indicated.  

 

Right hemisphere communication disorder and other-initiation of repair 

Other-initiation of repair can be pervasive in interactions involving people with 

communication disorders; particularly when the ability to produce talk is substantially 

compromised (e.g., Aaltonen & Laakso, 2010; Bloch & Wilkinson, 2009). The 

disruptions to discourse and pragmatics caused by right hemisphere communication 

disorder do not, by themselves, affect speech production and intelligibility, nor do they 

strongly restrict the lexical and grammatical resources available to speakers (see, e.g., 

Lehman Blake, 2018). Instead, these symptoms primarily involve (in)appropriately 

relating communicative acts to their context, both in production and comprehension. 

People with right hemisphere communication disorder may experience difficulty 

selecting and efficiently delivering information across multiple discourse types 

(Sherratt & Bryan, 2012). They may also have reduced ability to synthesise different 

sources of (linguistic and non-linguistic) information to reach an appropriate 
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understanding of communicative acts and/or discourse units, especially when details 

are implied or indicated in a non-literal fashion (Tompkins, Lei, & Zezinka, 2015).  As 

a consequence, other-initiation of repair is likely to figure differently in interactions 

involving people with right hemisphere damage than it does in interactions involving 

people with other acquired communication disorders. There are, however, a handful 

of ways that the deficits and symptoms associated with right hemisphere 

communication disorder could be reflected in patterns of other-initiation of repair.  

First, people with right hemisphere damage have been reported to demonstrate 

specific difficulties with inferencing (i.e., drawing emerging conclusions from a given 

set of facts) (see, e.g., Lehman and Tompkins, 2000; Lehman Blake and Lezniewicz, 

2005; Tompkins et al., 2015). Inferencing deficits have even been claimed as they 

primary mechanism for pathological discourse symptoms (Sherratt & Bryan, 2012, p. 

218). However, there are conflicting findings in the supporting literature, many of 

which have been generated through (or exacerbated by) terminological and 

methodological inconsistency in the kinds of inferences targeted (Lehman & 

Tompkins, 2000; Lehman Blake and Lezniewicz, 2005). In summary, Tompkins et al. 

(2015) argue that generating inferences is not necessarily troublesome for people with 

right hemisphere damage, it is the reconciliation of competing inferences, particularly 

when successful inferencing rests on revisiting prior information/assumptions. As 

discussed so far, the recipient of an other-initiation of repair must locate the trouble 

source in prior talk and design a repair solution, both of which rely on complex 

inferences about the trouble source, the talk surrounding it, and broader aspects of the 

interaction (e.g., characteristics of the communication partner, purpose of the 

conversation). This task may be challenging for a person with right hemisphere 

communication disorder, especially when the other-initiating turn provides little 

direct indication of the nature of the trouble (as is the case with an open format other-
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initiation of repair). Additionally, by producing an other-initiation of repair, a person 

with right hemisphere communication disorder may be explicitly signalling a failure 

to adequately grasp the implications of prior talk, which could be indicative of 

discourse comprehension deficits. Therefore, other-initiation of repair may generate 

an environment in which problems inferencing become salient, regardless of whether 

the person with right hemisphere communication disorder is the recipient or 

producer. 

Second, people with right hemisphere communication disorder are often 

characterised as producing tangential, inappropriate, or unusual contributions to 

conversation (Ferré et al., 2012; Lehman Blake, 2017, p. 244). Other-initiation of 

repair—specifically, open format other-initiation of repair—is regularly utilised to deal 

with turns that are likely to receive dispreferred responses or are difficult to integrate 

with prior talk (e.g., topic shifts) (Drew, 1997; Schegloff, 2004). Therefore, 

inappropriate and unusual talk produced by people with right hemisphere 

communication disorder in conversation may be marked via other-initiations of repair 

produced by their conversation partners. The identification of ill-fitting talk via 

conversation partners’ use of other-initiation of repair also holds some methodological 

appeal given the challenges associated with validly and reliably measuring aspects of 

the content of conversation (e.g., appropriateness, topics) (cf. Kennedy, 2000).   

Finally, and more generally, there remains very few published empirical studies 

on everyday conversation and right hemisphere damage (Barnes & Armstrong, 2010; 

Lehman Blake, 2018; however, see Barnes, Toocaram, Nickels, Best, Beeke, & Bloch, 

2019), and prior studies of conversations involving unfamiliar conversation partners 

and people with right hemisphere damage have employed a wide variety of theories, 

methods, and elicitation tasks (Barnes et al., 2019). Other-initiated repair sequences 

are a well understood aspect of interaction, and, as outlined so far, there is a large body 
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of empirical research evidencing their organisation. Therefore, other-initiation of 

repair offers an appealing entry-point for programmatically generating knowledge on 

everyday conversation and right hemisphere communication disorder.  

In summary, although right hemisphere communication disorder does not 

affect core aspects of language processing or intelligibility, the symptoms of right 

hemisphere communication disorder may be evident in other-initiated repair 

sequences in everyday conversation. The present study explores this possibility by 

examining other-initiation of repair in everyday conversation produced by, and 

addressed to, people with conversational difficulties following right hemisphere 

stroke.  

 

Method 

Participants 

Two people who had experienced right hemisphere stroke and four of their familiar 

conversation partners were recruited to participate in a qualitative, descriptive study 

exploring everyday conversation and right hemisphere damage (Macquarie University 

Human Research Ethics Committee reference: 5201700298).1 The participants were 

recorded in triadic interactions while having a meal (see Figure 1). Triad 1 consisted of 

“Bill”, “Adrienne”, and “Carli”. Bill was 73 years old at the time of participation. He 

had experienced a haemorrhagic right hemisphere stroke around five years prior. Bill 

was recorded speaking with his spouse, Adrienne, and a family friend, Carli. Triad 2 

consisted of “Erin”, “Daisy”, and “Federico”. Erin was 78 years old at the time of 

participation. She had experienced an ischaemic right hemisphere stroke around three 

 
1 Participants explicitly consented to screenshots of their conversation being used in published 
materials. 
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years prior. Erin was recorded speaking with her spouse, Federico, and their adult 

daughter, Daisy.  

 Both Bill and Erin were administered The Montreal Protocol for the Evaluation 

of Communication (English version; MEC Protocol; Joanette et al., 2015) to assess 

their presenting communication symptoms. A summary of their performances on the 

MEC Protocol is presented in Table 1. Both Bill and Erin were identified as having 

conversational deficits. Bill also performed below expectations for the re-telling 

components of the Narrative Discourse task, and the production components of the 

Emotional Prosody task.  Erin performed poorly on the comprehension component of 

Linguistic Prosody task, but this was most likely due to perseveration. She also failed 

to successfully draw an inference about an inexplicit aspect of the narrative presented 

in the Narrative Discourse task. In summary, both Bill and Erin’s performance is most 

consistent with the “Cluster 3” symptom profile reported by Ferré et al. (2012), which 

is primarily characterised by conversational deficits. Adrienne and Federico 

completed the MEC Protocol Communication Screening Questionnaire to gather their 

perspectives on Bill and Erin’s communication since their strokes. Adrienne 

responded affirmatively to items asking whether Bill “changes topic, loses track of the 

conversation”, “makes inappropriate, unexpected comments”, and “repeats the same 

ideas”. Federico also responded affirmatively to these items, as well as an item asking 

whether Erin “speaks too much, interrupts you”. Attentional neglect was disconfirmed 

for both Bill and Erin using the Apple Cancellation Test (Humphreys, Bickerton, 

Samson, & Riddoch, 2012). 

 

((Insert Table 1 around here)) 

((Insert Figure 1 around here)) 
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Data collection and analysis 

Participants were recorded while conversing over a meal. One recording took 

place in the home of Bill and Adrienne, and the other in the home of Erin and Federico. 

No instructions or topics were provided for their conversations, other than to “talk as 

you usually would together”. The conversations were video and audio recorded. Two 

high definition video cameras—a Panasonic AG-UX90 4K Camcorder and a GoPro 

HERO5—captured separate angles of the conversations. Audio recordings were 

carried out using a Zoom H6 Handy 6-Track Recorder, with audio signals captured via 

wireless lapel microphones fitted to each participant.  

43 minutes of recordings from Triad 1 and 57 minutes of recordings from Triad 

2 were subjected to conversation-analytic transcription (see Hepburn and Bolden, 

2017). Transcription depicted the timing and sequencing of talk, literal content (e.g., 

words and non-lexical vocalisations), and aspects of prosody and intonation. 

Recordings and transcripts were then examined for instances of other-initiation of 

repair. 28 instances of other-initiation of repair involving Bill and Erin were 

identified.2 10 were produced by Bill and Erin, and 18 were addressed to Bill and Erin. 

Each other-initiation of repair was subjected to detailed analysis using single case 

conversation-analytic techniques (Schegloff, 1987). This involves using established 

empirical findings about repair organisation (and other aspects of interaction) to 

describe the nature and organisation of communication practices in context. The five 

extracts presented below have been selected in order to provide detailed insight into 

the pressures present in individual other-initiated repair sequences, and to highlight 

potential ways that right hemisphere communication disorder may manifest through 

them. 

 
2 Transcripts of each other-initiated repair sequence included in the present study can be found at the 
project’s website: https://osf.io/bmrz6/. 

https://osf.io/bmrz6/
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Results 

Other-initiations of repair produced by Bill and Erin 

There were few other initiations of repair produced by either Bill or Erin in the data 

sampled. Bill produced two and Erin produced eight. Bill’s other-initiations both 

focused on topical issues for the ongoing line of talk, whereas Erin’s tended to focus 

on issues of reference with proper nouns. They were all of the restricted type and 

included both restricted offers and restricted requests. I will now examine one example 

from Bill and one example from Erin. 

 As Extract 1 begins, Carli is introducing some talk about a restaurant she found 

while doing research for her wedding anniversary dinner. She eventually reports that 

its food is from Liguria, which Bill meets with an other-initiation of repair, i.e., what 

d[o]es [th]at mean.  

 

((Insert Extract 1 around here)) 

((Insert Fig 2 around here)) 

 

Carli’s turn at line 17 delivers the assertion about the specific geographical origins of 

the food served by the restaurant. At the beginning of line 17 (and her turn) she is 

gazing at Bill. She then gazes down to the table and up to Adrienne, holding her gaze 

at Adrienne for the duration of the word Liguria. In the silence that follows, Adrienne 

nods and Carli pulls a face while opening her palm (see Figure 2). This provides little 

specific indication of the import of her assertion; that is, how the fact that the food is 

from Liguria should be taken up or appreciated. Bill’s clausal question-formatted 

other-initiation of repair targets this issue. Carli initially responds by providing an 

account (i.e., I have no idea) before offering a candidate assessment (i.e., impressive). 

Through his other-initiation of repair, Bill precisely indicates what he takes to be 
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relevant at this moment, i.e., recognition or appreciation of Liguria’s import. He 

displays a clear sensitivity to the action Carli is accomplishing with her turn at line 17, 

even though he is unable to provide a fitted response to it. In the talk that follows, Bill, 

Carli, and Adrienne collaboratively generate further newsworthy aspects of Liguria 

and its cuisine.  

 Extract 2 sees Erin, Daisy, and Federico discussing the activities of some 

neighbourhood pets. Daisy lives immediately next-door to Erin and Federico, and, as 

we shall see, some pet cats move around freely outside their homes. Erin’s other-

initiations of repair in Extract 2 target a name reference—Harley—that Federico 

introduces at line 10. As Extract 2 begins, Erin asks Daisy about her new pet cat 

(referred to pronominally at lines 1 and 8), and how she is getting along with her 

longer-standing pet Eddy. 

 

((Insert Extract 2 around here)) 

((Insert Fig 3 around here)) 

 

At line 10, Federico shifts the focus of the talk to Harley (i.e., a neighbour’s cat), who 

he sees almost every morning … comin[g] through. Following the silence that emerges 

at line 14, Erin other-initiates using a restricted question format, targeting the 

reference form at the beginning of Federico’s turn. However, immediately after the 

possible completion of Erin’s turn, Daisy also other-initiates repair, but instead uses a 

candidate understanding. Daisy’s candidate understanding syntactically continues 

Federico’s turn, targeting precisely where he sees Harley comin[g] through (see 

Kendrick, 2015, p. 175). In overlap with Daisy, Federico responds to Erin’s other-

initiation, proffering the cat as a repair solution. He also confirms Daisy’s candidate 

understanding, but then self-selects at line 21, weakening his confirmation with an 
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account. Erin overlaps Federico to produce (what appears to be) the same other-

initiation of repair once more, but she yields to his and Daisy’s talk. Erin gains the floor 

at line 26, and this time fully realises the same other-initiation of repair in the clear 

(i.e., who’s Harley). On this occasion, both Daisy and Federico respond, with Daisy 

producing two descriptions of Harley as the orange cat and the one that hit Eddy. At 

this time, Erin has recommenced chewing a mouthful of food, and looks down to at 

her plate as she responds at line 33. A lapse in talk follows, with everyone attending to 

their own eating. 

 Erin’s other-initiations of repair in Extract 2 reveal an asymmetry between 

Federico and Daisy on the one hand and Erin on the other. Federico employs a 

recognitional reference form (i.e., a proper name, see, e.g., Schegloff, 1996) for the 

neighbour’s cat. This choice of reference indicates that the target referent should be 

transparent to its recipient(s). Daisy’s uptake of his turn (and, eventually, her 

involvement in the repair solution at lines 28 and 31) evidences that she recognises the 

referent, whereas Erin’s conduct indicates she does not. A more fundamental problem 

in Extract 2, however, may be that Erin has mistaken Federico’s turn as being 

addressed to her, when it is in fact addressed to Daisy. That is, his delivery of news 

about Harley is designed to tacitly select Daisy as the addressed recipient of his turn 

(and tacitly deselect Erin) (Lerner, 2003). As shown in Figure 3, there is little about 

Federico’s embodied orientation that would suggest both Daisy and Erin are being 

specifically addressed. He looks down at his plate and manipulates his food for most 

of the duration of Extract 2, looking up twice (and in Daisy’s direction only) as he 

indicates where Harley goes. He does not look at or towards Erin during Extract 2, 

even as she directs her other-initiations of repair to him (see Figure 3, Screenshots 2.3 

and 2.4). By other-initiating repair at lines 15 and 26, Erin acts as though this news is 
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designed for her and, in doing so, reveals world knowledge that she does not share 

with Federico and Daisy, as well as a subtle misanalysis of Federico’s initial turn. 

 

Other-initiations of repair addressed to Bill and Erin 

18 other-initiations of repair were addressed to Bill and Erin; eight to Bill and 

10 to Erin. The other-initiations directed to Bill were all restricted offers, and were 

focused on topics about which he had expert knowledge. One such example is 

presented in Extracts 3. The other-initiations directed to Erin were more diverse and 

complex, but were all restricted requests and offers.3 Two examples are presented in 

Extracts 4 and 5.   

 Extract 3 begins with Bill commencing a telling about an English sailor who 

was marooned in Japan. Carli is the principal recipient of this telling, providing 

response tokens at line 7 and 16. She eventually other-initiates repair at line 26 using 

a candidate understanding, which Bill disconfirms. 

 

((Insert Extract 3 around here)) 

 

The conditions for the trouble source start to take shape around lines 17-18/20. Bill 

describes Japan in those days as being defenceless more or less. He then introduces a 

more specific time reference (i.e., 1856 onwards), and asserts that they started 

learning as much as they could. As it turns out, by this stage, Bill’s telling has 

progressed beyond events related to the English sailor. Carli’s other-initiation of 

repair—like Daisy’s in Extract 2—is a syntactic continuation of the trouble source turn. 

With this turn, Carli also links Bill’s immediately prior talk with the earlier parts of his 

 
3 There is one instance where an open format was immediately superseded by a restricted one, and it is 
shown in Extract 4. 
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telling. Bill’s repair solution disconfirms Carli’s candidate understanding. He 

accomplishes this disconfirmation in an incremental way. Put more technically, it is 

done with a dispreferred turn shape (Schegloff, 2007, p. 102-104), i.e., his response is 

delayed, it begins with a well preface, and it delivers the strongest evidence of Carli’s 

misunderstanding at the end of the turn (i.e., that he was exploited … some centuries 

before). Bill expands this assertion at lines 32-33, specifying that this person was 

living in Japan since … the time of Elizabeth. Carli’s multiple oh response signals a 

strong shift in her appreciation of Bill’s prior talk (cf. Stivers, 2004), and, indirectly, 

the problems with the way she attempted to continue his turn.  

Carli’s other-initiation of repair challenges Bill to locate a referent for him and, 

then, to deal with the mismatch between their understandings of the telling so far. Bill 

positions his disconfirming response relative to the time frame in his immediately 

prior talk, ruling the English sailor out of the telling details he had been developing 

between lines 22 and 25. The design of Bill’s repair solution at lines 29-30 treats his 

disconfirmation as potentially delicate. By carrying it out in this way, he demonstrates 

that disconfirmation will slow down both the repair sequence and the broader telling. 

It also has the potential to be heard as attributing responsibility for the trouble to Carli 

by revealing the depth of her misunderstanding (cf. Robinson, 2006).4 His repair 

solution navigates these risks, while at the same time effectively diagnosing how he 

and Carli have ended up at odds. 

In Extract 4, Daisy addresses multiple other-initiations of repair to Erin. Prior 

to this extract, they have been discussing an acquaintance who has developed breast 

cancer, and whether Daisy should be mindful of this for herself. At line 1, Daisy asserts 

that she is very low risk, which Erin positively assesses at line 4 before offering some 

 
4 One might argue that Carli’s other-initiation is indexing a problem with Bill’s telling in the sense that 
he has failed to adequately develop or summarise the relevance of the English sailor.  
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reasons for (and building on) Daisy’s assertion. This does not receive an immediate 

vocal response from Daisy (or Federico), and Erin seemingly attempts to commence a 

new line of talk at line 7. As we shall see, it is this shift in topic that Daisy subsequently 

meets with multiple other-initiations of repair between lines 36 and 40. 

 

((Insert Extract 4 around here)) 

 

Erin’s assessment at line 18 brings the topic talk about breast cancer to a point of 

possible closure, with a series of minimal acknowledging response tokens following it. 

She then begins a second attempt to turn the conversation towards Harry (n’ Meghan) 

(i.e., an English royal couple), foreshadowing this shift with the turn preface w’ll did 

y’ hear that. Erin builds this news announcement bit-by-bit, adding more elements to 

the turn after silences at lines 31 and 33. Daisy eventually responds in overlap at line 

34, producing the words w[a]s she before Erin utters the word pregnancy. A silence 

follows and Daisy other-initiates repair using an open format, which she immediately 

replaces with who, i.e., a restricted request targeting the person reference(s) in Erin’s 

turn. Erin’s repair solution reproduces the same person references, and is immediately 

met with another other-initiation of repair from Daisy. Here, she employs a complex 

candidate understanding format, combining what with a clausal assertion (see 

Kendrick, 2015, p. 176). Erin’s according repair solution is also clausal. Daisy begins 

supporting Erin’s news with really at line 43 (cf. Gardner, 2001) and assesses it with 

wow at line 47. To this point, Daisy has appeared persistently disbelieving of Erin’s 

claims, and Erin reports that she read about this story in the tabloid magazine New 

Idea. Unfortunately for Erin, this offers further fodder for Daisy’s disbelief (i.e., a 

sarcastic it must be true then) before she relents and continues to develop the topic 

talk. 
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 Sequence initiating actions occasionally receive other-initiation of repair, 

particularly when they are commencing a new topic or course of action (e.g., Drew, 

1997). Although Erin’s turn beginning at line 27 is a topic-initiating news 

announcement, this does not appear to be the cause of the trouble in Extract 4. Daisy’s 

response at line 34, particularly her use of the pronoun she, suggests that she has 

grasped who Erin is referring to, and is beginning a fitted response. This, however, 

changes when Erin produces the word pregnancy, with Daisy immediately halting her 

turn and, after a silence, other-initiating repair. At one level, this reflects Daisy’s lack 

of knowledge about this precise matter (i.e., that this royal couple are trying to have a 

baby). The tone of her second other-initiation of repair (i.e., what they’re trying to 

have a baby so soon) and subsequent responses at line 43 (i.e., really) and 51 (i.e., it 

must be true then) are consistent with this lack of knowledge, and maintain a rather 

extreme stance towards the news. Daisy’s participation in this sequence may also be 

related to how Erin introduced the topic. Erin positioned the thread linking her new 

topic with the previous one at the very end of her turn (i.e., pregnancy). Alongside the 

possible closure of the previous line of topic talk, and Erin’s turn preface (i.e., well did 

you hear that), this may have encouraged Daisy to hear Erin’s talk as commencing a 

completely new topic, rather than segueing from the one prior. So, the trouble that 

emerges in Extract 4 is grounded in the design of Erin’s turn, and its relationship with 

the action it is accomplishing, rather than the sequential status of the turn as a topic 

initiation. 

Extract 5 sees Daisy asking Erin about an upcoming trip. Erin and Federico are 

about to depart on a cruise lasting around three months, and Daisy asks whether she 

is excited about it. Erin’s response becomes a point of focus for both Daisy and 

Federico, with Daisy other-initiating repair using a candidate understanding at line 11. 
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((Insert Extract 5 around here)) 

((Insert Fig 4 around here)) 

 

Daisy’s question at line 2 yields a multi-unit response from Erin. She commences by 

providing an assessment (i.e., getting a bit excited), and then quickly progresses to 

providing a reason for her assessment in a second turn-constructional unit. However, 

she halts its development and reformats its grammatical shape (Schegloff, 2013), 

realising it in full as the quicker we go away home the quicker we come home. This 

receives a prompt, non-lexical reaction from Federico, who simultaneously rocks back 

in his chair (see Figure 4). Daisy also smiles, and produces a short, nasal aspiration 

laugh. Both Federico and Daisy have taken mouthfuls of food during Erin’s turn—just 

around the time she says the word away—restricting their availability for a prompt, 

turn-based response to Erin. Federico says hang on at line 9, and then wipes his mouth 

with a serviette as he chews. Daisy enters the space created by Federico, other-

initiating with the candidate understanding so you’re excited to come home. Erin is 

chewing for the duration of Daisy’s turn, and responds with a prosodically-marked mm 

as a repair solution while continuing to chew. After a silence at line 13, Daisy laughs 

and Federico, pausing his chewing, asks so why are we going. Erin chews in the silence 

at line 17, and slowly orients her body towards Federico. Daisy compounds the 

sequential pressure implemented through Federico’s question (i.e., that’s what I’d like 

to know), and Erin answers by saying that the reason for the trip is to make my brain 

get bigger. Daisy’s repetition at line 22 receives neither confirmation nor 

disconfirmation from Erin.5 Federico then summons Erin, and takes up her claimed 

reason for the trip with the non-serious assertion that Erin’s brain wouldn’t fit in her 

 
5 This turn from Daisy is a pseudo-repair, i.e., it takes the appearance of an other-initiation of repair, 
but is performing a different action (see Kendrick, 2015, p. 181-182). 
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head if it gets any bigger. Erin visibly swallows during the following silence and raises 

her hand as Daisy, again, supports Federico by saying you don’t want it to swell. Erin’s 

well-prefaced turn at lines 30-31 does not directly address Federico’s assertion, but 

instead repurposes its content to deliver a competing assertion about a crossword clue 

… big headed. During the silence at line 32, Erin begins chewing once more. This 

assertion receives a quiet, minimal response from Federico, who then begins 

admonishing Erin for talking with her mouth full. Erin chews for a while longer, and 

offers a retort (i.e., what about half full), before Daisy quickly moves to resume the 

line of talk she commenced with her initial question at line 42. 

 More so than the examples in Extracts 1-4, Daisy’s other-initiation of repair in 

Extract 5 implements actions additional to repairing. Her candidate understanding 

reformulates Erin’s reasons for getting excited and encourages her to commit to a 

seemingly contradictory position, i.e., that she’s excited about the trip because it 

means she will return home sooner. Erin’s confirming repair solution is not sensitive 

to the multifaceted nature of Daisy’s candidate understanding, and the effects of 

committing to the position that Daisy has constructed for her. Daisy’s candidate 

understanding and her subsequent responses in this sequence are indicative of some 

mischief-making on her part. In particular, her candidate understanding selectively 

takes up a potential absurdity latent in Erin’s turn at lines 4-5 at the expense of some 

other, more positive possible implications (e.g., fondness of home, missing Daisy and 

her family). That said, both Federico and Daisy had already provided marked 

embodied responses to Erin’s turn, and Daisy’s candidate understanding offered Erin 

an opportunity to revise her stance, but she did not take it. In fact, she offers little vocal 

or non-vocal reaction to Daisy and Federico’s immediate orientation towards her turn 

at lines 6-10, which are then realised more explicitly through Daisy’s laughter and 

Federico’s challenging question (i.e., so why are we going).  
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 It is also interesting to note Erin’s rather tangential contributions at lines 19-20 

(i.e., to make my brain get bigger) and 30-31 (i.e., well that was a crossword clue) in 

the sequence following Daisy’s other-initiation of repair. Erin’s turn at lines 30-31 is 

particularly salient given its lack of connection with Federico’s confrontational action 

at lines 26-27, and its transparent but rather inexplicable connection with the 

immediately prior talk (i.e., a swelling, overflowing brain vs. a crossword clue about 

being big headed). Given these characteristics, one might expect this turn to receive 

other-initiation of repair, but, after a silence, Federico meets it with a quiet production 

of the weakest response token: an acknowledging mm (Gardner, 2001). With this 

response, Federico passes on the opportunity to other-initiate repair, while at the same 

time indicating receipt of Erin’s turn (and very little more). In doing so, he avoids 

providing Erin with an opportunity to develop this line of talk further, or asking her to 

account for its relevance to the talk so far. 

 

Discussion 

This study explored other-initiated repair sequences in triadic everyday conversations 

involving two people experiencing conversational difficulties following right 

hemisphere stroke. It examined how these people—Bill and Erin—employed and 

responded to restricted format other-initiations of repair. In the data presented—and 

across the complete data set assembled for the present study—both Bill and Erin were 

able to implement other-initiations of repair that efficaciously located trouble sources 

in prior turns. In addition, they were both able to recognise core aspects of the trouble 

sources indicated in their own turns, and design suitable repair solutions. For 

instance, Bill was able to locate the target referent for him in Extract 3, and assemble 

a repair solution that navigated the sequential and socio-relational pressures of that 

moment. Bill’s success in Extract 3 is noteworthy because Carli’s other-initiation of 
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should have been inferentially challenging (Tompkins et al., 2015). That is, in order to 

retrieve the referent of him and solve the problem indicated, Bill needed to halt his 

telling, identify the different tracks that he and Carli were on, and reconcile them to 

develop a repair solution. In more straightforward circumstances, Erin was able to put 

forward fitting repair solutions to Daisy’s multiple other-initiations of repair in Extract 

4. Together, this provides evidence that people with right hemisphere communication 

disorder can make successful inferences that support the completion of other-initiated 

repair sequences. These findings are consistent with Lehman Blake’s (2017, p. 244) 

argument that people with right hemisphere damage can perform well in natural 

communicative contexts like conversation, with “complex and contrived” tasks more 

likely to generate pathological symptoms. Nonetheless, it is not trivial to demonstrate 

that people like Bill and Erin can accomplish successful inferencing in conversation, 

adding yet another piece of evidence to the complex puzzle of inferencing deficits 

following right hemisphere damage (see Lehman Blake and Lezniewicz, 2005; 

Lehman and Tompkins, 2000). There were, however, various interactional problems 

evident in and around the repair sequences involving Erin, Daisy, and Federico; 

particularly, in Extracts 2, 4, and 5. 

 In Extract 2, I argued that Erin’s other-initiation of repair revealed her 

misanalysis of who the trouble source turn was addressed to. In Extract 4, Erin’s turn 

design caused her topic initiating news announcement to lurch in an unexpected 

direction, resulting in multiple other-initiations of repair from Daisy. And, in Extract 

5, Erin’s convoluted response to Daisy’s question, and her commitment to the position 

that Daisy proffered via her candidate understanding, provided a basis for actions that 

focused on her contradictory stance. In each of these instances, management of the 

main business of the repair sequence was not itself troublesome, but other ancillary or 

additional matters caused problems for the sequence. In Extract 2, Erin’s initiation of 
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repair was spurred by ambiguities related to next-speaker selection and response 

mobilisation (see Blythe, Gardner, Mushin, and Stirling, 2018; Lerner, 2003; see also 

Barnes et al., 2019). Federico’s commencement of talk about Harley relied on its 

topical content to tacitly select Daisy as its targeted recipient, with few other specific 

indications from his gaze, body position, or talk (Blythe et al., 2018; Lerner, 2003). In 

Extract 5, Erin’s repair solution did not attend to the manifold threads in Daisy’s other-

initiation, i.e., the fact that she was both initiating repair and highlighting something 

potentially contradictory/amusing about Erin’s turn (cf. Kendrick, 2015). One might 

speculate that Erin’s failure to adequately deal with the multifaceted nature of these 

moments, while successfully dealing with their most tangible features, is analogous to 

the atypical performance of people with right hemisphere communication disorder in 

various off-line, experimental tasks focused on interpreting communicative acts and 

situations (e.g., Baldo, Kacinik, Moncrief, Beghin, & Dronkers, 2016; Vanhalle, 

Lemieux, Joubert, Goulet, Ska, & Joanette, 2000).6 For instance, Baldo et al. (2016) 

found that people with right hemisphere damage produced significantly less 

appropriate descriptions of cartoon scenes when the scenes were less typical and 

constrained, i.e., pathological symptoms were more pronounced when stimuli were 

more ambiguous. As such, the present findings suggest that it may be viable to 

distinguish people with right hemisphere communication disorder from typical 

speakers by focusing on a more limited set of complex conversational moments, like 

those we have explored in Extracts 2, 4, and 5 (cf. Lehman Blake, 2017, p. 244-246). 

 It is also worth noting that Erin’s tangential turn towards the end of Extract 5 

(i.e., crossword clue … big headed) did not receive other-initiation of repair. Instead, 

 
6 In Extracts 4 and 5, the problems that develop are initially grounded in the relationship between turn 
design and action rather than repair. Again, these issues are different, and more general than repair 
organisation. 
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Federico chose to implement an action that passed on the opportunity to initiate 

repair, and then began a new sequence (cf. Barnes & Ferguson, 2015). In addition, 

faced with Erin’s anomalous answer to Daisy’s question earlier in Extract 5, both 

Federico and Daisy topicalised the latent tension between the different parts of her 

turn, with Daisy strategically reformulating Erin’s talk (i.e., so you’re excited to come 

home). This demonstrates that the communication disability caused by right 

hemisphere damage is realised collaboratively (Barnes & Armstrong, 2010), and 

provides some indication of the ways that conversation partners may respond to 

possible symptoms of right hemisphere communication disorder, i.e., topicalising 

them vs. avoiding them. Moreover, the presence of extended silences, and minimal 

responses and/or non-serious actions by conversations partners may be an indicator 

of tangential talk produced by people with right hemisphere communication disorder; 

perhaps a better one than other-initiation of repair.  

 The differences between Bill and Erin’s performance in other-initiated repair 

sequences is also relevant for clinical practice with right hemisphere communication 

disorder. There is little in their MEC Protocol performance that is directly predictive 

of these differences in conversational behaviour. That is, they received similar total 

scores for the Conversation Discourse task, and their familiar conversation partners 

reported similar sorts of communicative problems via the MEC Protocol 

Communication Screening Questionnaire.7 Therefore, sampling and analysis of 

everyday conversation using conversation-analytic concepts and procedures is likely 

to yield information that is complementary to testing and vital for clinical decision-

making (see Beeke, Maxim, & Wilkinson, 2007, on similar practices for aphasia).  

 
7 There may be some hint of these differences between Bill and Erin in Erin’s scores on the 
comprehension sub-tasks of the Narrative Discourse task. However, because of her age and years of 
education, her scores did not reach the alert point. 
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 The findings of this study are limited by the absence of open format other-

initiation of repair in the conversations sampled. Open formats may provide a more 

challenging inferential environment and, as such, are likely to offer further evidence 

on the relevance of other-initiated repair sequences for capturing symptoms of right 

hemisphere communication disorder. The apparent infrequency of other-initiations of 

repair produced by the participants with right hemisphere communication disorder in 

the present data set may also point towards a topic for future study. Should this pattern 

bear out in larger samples of conversation, it could offer a quantitative measure of right 

hemisphere communication disorder in conversation (cf. Sherratt, 2007, on the 

infrequent use of emotion-focused words by people with right hemisphere damage, 

and Van Lancker Sidtis and Postman, 2006, on decreased use of “fillers” in connected 

speech).8 The findings of the present study are also suggestive of some directions for 

descriptive research on ambiguous conversational moments (see, also Barnes et al., 

2019). Understanding the performance of people with right hemisphere 

communication disorder when there are multiple, cross-cutting, or inexplicit signals 

in conversation may be important for determining conversational symptoms and 

underlying processing deficits associated with this condition. If recurring patterns—

most likely in turn-taking organisation and sequence organisation—of pathological 

symptoms are established in particular ambiguous environments, it will provide a 

basis for experimental studies exploring theories of processing deficits (e.g., Roberts, 

Margutti, & Takano, 2011), as well as clinical elicitation procedures and measures for 

right hemisphere communication disorder and conversation. Finally, future studies 

should focus on instances where the talk of people with right hemisphere damage does 

 
8 Of course, it might also reflect the sampling practices of the present study. That is, the present study 
may have decreased the likelihood of other-initiation of repair by sampling conversations that were 
static, indoors, in a quiet room, with participants seated closely to each other, and who know each other 
well. 
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not receive a response from conversation partners. This could provide a basis for 

understanding how tangential talk is managed and can be measured in conversation. 

 In conclusion, other-initiated repair sequences may be useful for tracking the 

conversational symptoms of right hemisphere communication disorder. To determine 

their value, future studies should pursue instances of open format other-initiation of 

repair, and systematically track the overall frequency of other-initiations produced by 

people with right hemisphere damage. However, it is also possible that other-initiated 

repair sequences reflect other, more general aspects of interaction through which the 

symptoms of right hemisphere communication disorder can be described and 

classified (e.g., action formation, sequence organisation, turn-taking). Therefore, 

other-initiated repair sequences may turn out to be a useful landmark that aids 

programmatic study of conversation and right hemisphere communication disorder, 

but are, ultimately, no more likely to cause problems for people with right hemisphere 

communication disorder and their familiar conversation partners than other similar 

conversational sequences.  
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Table 1 
Bill and Erin’s performance on the MEC Protocol. 
 

Task Sub-task Raw scores 
  Bill Erin 
Questionnaire on deficit awareness N/A 6/7 4/5a 
Conversational discourse N/A 26/34* 24/34* 
Verbal fluency Without constraint 48 69 
 Orthographic  21 27 
 Semantic 20 24 
Semantic judgement Responses 24/24 22/24 
 Explanations 12/12 10/12 
Speech act interpretation N/A 34/40 34/40 
Linguistic prosody Comprehension 11/12 4/12* 
 Repetition 12/12 10/12 
Emotional prosody Comprehension 12/12 12/12 
 Repetition 8/12* 10/12 
 Production 8/18* 17/18 
Narrative discourse Partial re-telling 6/17* 11/17 
 Total re-telling 8/13* 6/13 
 Comprehension questions 11/12 6/12 
 Correct narrative inference Yes No 

 

* = scores below or equal to the “Alert Point” for the task. The Alert Point is described in the MEC Protocol Manual (p. 18) as the “…minimum score at which 
the examiner should start suspecting the presence of deficits due to brain injury”. This is usually equal to performance at the 10th percentile rank. The alert 
point also varies with age and years of education. 

a There are fewer items for this task when the respondent was not working at the time of their brain injury. 
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Fig. 1. Screenshots from the recordings for Triad 1 (left) and Triad 2 (right). 
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Fig. 2. Screenshot 1.1 
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Fig. 3. Screenshots 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 
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Fig. 4. Screenshots 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 
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Extract 1  

 001 C .HH I’VE B- I WAS LOOKING f’r restaurants;=º↓y’ know  
 002  ‘cause yesterday w’s (0.2) .MTK=our forty eighth (0.2)  
 003  wedding anniversary¿º 
 004  (0.5) 
 005 B [was it¿] 
 006 C [    .hh]h *ya:h*; [.h  ] 
 007 A                    [º*mm] hm*; [hm >hm hm<º] 
 008 C                                [A:ND-      ] (.) AND um 
 009  (.) the other place i found w’s a place called: blanco  
 010  bar. 
 011  (0.5) 
 012 C i[n ]  
 013 B  [mm] hm,= 
 014 C =marsfield,=italian. 
 015  (0.3) 
 016 B right:;= 

TS 017 C =an’- but- th’ w- food is from *<liguria;>* 
 018  (---------#1-----) 
             #1.1 
 019 C .mtk= 

OIR 020 B =what [d’s] ‘at- (0.2) ↓mean; 
 021 A       [mm_] 
 022  (.) 

RS 023 C i have ↓no i*dea*. 
 024  (0.3) 
 025 B º(ri(h)ght).º= 

RS 026 C =BUT I THOUGHT it- i thought it w’s impr↑essive, 
 027  (.) 
 028 C EKHH hh [ºhuhº] 
 029 B         [i’m  ] try’n t’ think uv= 
 030 A =.MTK li[g[↑uri-   (lig↑uria’s)   ] 
 031 B         [w[here   liguria   ºisº. ]  
 032 C           [.h i th↑ink- i think li]g↓uria’s [up there]=  
 033 A                                             [the     ]=  
 034 C =[with-] 
 035 A =[top  ] left hand side:.= 
 036 C =.mtK [LIKE  ] cinque terra,= 
 037 B       [mm hm,]                                
 038 C =i th↑ink that’s [↓l[igur][ia. ] 
 039 B                  [↑o[h th][ey h][a- they ha]ve [a good]= 
 040 A                     [mm; ]      [THAT IS   ]   [mm_   ]= 
 041 B =[cui]sine up th’ [north,]=i’s very french [  s]omeways_ 
 042 A =[mm;]            [mm_   ]                 [mm.] 
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Extract 2  

 001 E HOW DOES she get on with eddy now. 
 002  (0.2)                                  
 003 D no;=they don’t º*get alo:ng >at th’ moment.*º< 
 004  (0.4) 
 005 E ↑m:m.=that’s ↓sa:d, 
 006  (0.4) 
 007 D >w’ll i haven’t< really (.) purs↓u:ed it,=i jus’  
 008  want(h)ed her t’ be really settled ↑in ↓first before_  
 009  (0.7) º.hhº (.) 

TS 010 F ºharley’s #always every-º almost every morning i see 
             #2.1 

TS 011  harley;  
 012  (--#---) 
      #2.2 

TS 013 F ºcomin’ through,º 
 014  (0.5) 

OIR1 015 E ↑who’s [    h#a]rley.= 
                #2.3 
 016 F        [(.mtk) ] 
 017 D =[on our  ] balcony¿ 

RS1 018 F =[the cat,] 
 019 F º>↑nyeah-<º 
 020  (0.3) 
 021 F (mwell) (.) º>i don’ know if ‘e come from your balcony 
 022  (but ‘e)º< [comes from [that sid]e; ] 
 023 E            [  who’s    [har(l)- ]   ] 
 024 D                        [the  si:]de.] 
 025  (0.3) 

OIR2 026 E ↑who’s har#ley. 
             #2.4 
 027  (.) 

RS2 028 D the o[range     c]at- ºº(hm)ºº 
RS2 029 F      [(the cat-) ] 

 030  (0.5) 
RS2 031 D the one that hit eddy; 

 032  (0.9) 
 033 E ↑M::↓M. 
 034  (8.4) 
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Extract 3 

 001 C   [the ] english come in.=[tha- tha- the-  ] 
 002 A                           [no the ameri- th]e americans.=  
 003 C =oh the am[ericans.=wi- which bad guys it w’s somebody.] 
 004 B           [(º*e:*º thos- ºuh- m- pu- *ye ye- ye- ye-*º)] 
 005  º.hº no no yeah ye- w’s the- there w’s an engl:ish gu:y_ 
 006  (0.3) a sailor; .hh [who- who] w’s- wrecked (.) en=  
 007 C                     [uh huh. ] 
 008 B =marooned in japa:n, .hhh an’ managed t’ surviv:e. 
 009  (.) 
 010 B .hh (.) an’ he w’s much appreciated b’cause ‘e knew  
 011  about, (.) .hh (0.2) (w’ll- about) designing (.) .h (0.2) 
 012  boats,  
 013  (0.3) 
 014 B º.hhº (0.3) ↑ships, 
 015  (0.5) 
 016 C º↑o:[::h;º            ] 
 017 B     [>an’ they didn’t<] have any at the time_=we think ‘v 
 018  japan as .hh (in) [those] days, .h (0.3) es:- .h (.)=  
 019 C                   [(an-)] 
 020 B =y’know defenceless more ‘r less, .h[h  
 021 C                                     [.tch [h  ] 

TS 022 B                                           [an’] so:_ (0.2) 
TS 023  from about (0.2) eighteen ºfifty six,º (0.3) onwards .h 
TS 024  (0.2) they started (0.6) º.hº (0.3) learning  º.hº (0.2)  
TS 025  n’ as much as they cou:ld; 
OIR 026 C f:[rom him, 

 027 B   [(uh-) .H 
 028  (0.5) 

RS 029 B ↑well no- well the- they’d >(al- a-) already< expl↓oited 
RS 030  him_ (0.2) ºf-º some centuries before.  

 031  (0.3) 
RS 032 B º.hº .mtk=he’d been living in japan .h f- since i  
RS 033  think (.) .h (the) time uv elizabeth. 

 034  (0.5)                             
 035 C ºuh- oh:: >oh oh oh [oh<º] 
 036 B                     [(th-] th’ts-)=we’re talking about 
 037  seven’eenth century now. 
 038  (0.3) 
 039 C right, 
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 001 D .MTK=i’m very low risk mum- 
 002  (.) 
 003 D no[w.  [º↓so.º 
 004 E   [aw: [that’s >good,=because you’ve had a baby,=an if y’ 
 005  have another baby-¿< º.hhº the risk ‘ll get even lowe(h)r. 
 006  (1.0) 
 007 E º.tkhhº an did y’ know: th[’t (harry e-)     ] 
 008 D                           [why would it get l]ower_ 
 009  (0.6) 
 010 E because when the h-=you have the hormones f’r having 
 011  a baby, .hh the chances are: (.) th’t you won’t have 
 012  can:cer. 
 013 D º.hhº w’ll some women find out they’ve got cancer when:. 
 014  or get cancer whilst: they’re pregnant,  
 015  (0.2) 
 016 D .hh[h  
 017 F    [ºm[m::.º 
 018 E       [aw that’s [sa:d¿ 
 019 D                  [KHH KGH 

                 [((coughs)) 
 020  (0.4) 
 021 F ºmm:.º= 
 022 D =((sniffs)) 
 023  (0.2) 
 024 D m:m:.= 
 025 F =º.hhº 
 026  (0.2) 

TS 027 E w’ll did y’ ↑hear th’t meghan n’ harry went on this  
TS 028  [very [strict º.hhº di:[e:t¿  

 029 D [.hhh [HHHHH           [ºHHº 
[((yawns)) 

 030  (0.8) 
TS 031 E t’ help them:_  

 032  (0.6) 
TS 033 E have a h[ealthy   [pregn]ancy, 

 034 D         [↑w’s she [not- ] 
 035  (0.6) 

OIR1 036 D hm? [who?   ] 
 037 E     [ºº( )ºº] 
 038  (0.2) 

RS1 039 E meghan n’ har[ry;  
OIR2 040 D              [what=they’re trying t’ have a baby so soon:, 

 041  (0.4) 
RS2 042 E now they’re married, 

 043 D rea↑lly? 
 044 E yea:h, 
 045  (0.5) 
 046 E i read in m[y-  
 047 D            [↓wow; 
 048  (0.3) 
 049 D .H[H [↑UHM ] 
 050 E   [wo[man’s] (.) new idea th’t [they’re t- trying.    ] 
 051 D                                [aw=it must be true the]n. 
 052  (0.6) 
 053 E ekh=hah hah=hah hah hah ha huh (.hh) ºº(hih [hih)ºº] 
 054 D                                             [↑UAHM ] (0.4) 
 055  BUT- (0.7) will ↑she still be allo:wed t’ do acting?= 
 056  surely not; 
 057 E no=SHe’s given that up,=[she’s] given that up, .hhh she’s= 
 058 D                         [yeah.] 
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 001  (3.3) 
 002 D so you excited about y’ trip º↑mum?º 
 003  (0.6) 

TS 004 E i’m getting a bit excited,=>b’cos it’s-< (1.6) ºm-º 
TS 005  the quicker we go away# the quicker we come ↑ho:me.= 

                         #5.1 
 006 F =N(G)H 
 007 D nhh 
 008  (---#-----) 
       #5.2 
 009 F ‘ang on,                          
 010  (0.7) 

OIR 011 D SO YOU’RE EXCITED t’ come ho:me. 
RS 012 E mm::. 

 013  (0.9) 
 014 D hm hm hm hm [hm ] 
 015 F             [↑so] why we ↑goi[ng; ] 
 016 D                              [ º.h]hhº 
 017  (1.9) 
 018 D that’s what i’d like t’↓kn[ow,] 
 019 E                           [t’ ] make my brai:n get 
 020  bigger; 
 021  (0.3) 
 022 D BIGGER? oo(h)r(h)o .hh o(h)r be(h)tt(h)- .HH (.) bigger¿ 
 023  (0.7)                           
 024 F erin;  
 025  (1.3) 
 026 F if your brain gets any bigger,=>it’s not gonna< fit in y’  
 027  head. 
 028  (1.5) 
 029 D .hh (0.2) yeah_=y’ don’ wan’ it t’ s[well,    ] 
 030 E                                     [w’ll that] w’s a  
 031  <crosswo:rd #clu:e,> (0.3) big headed. 
               #5.3 
 032  (0.8) 
 033 F ºnhhº 
 034  (#---------) 
    #5.4 
 035 F º↓mm.º  
 036  (1.1) 
 037 F ↑y’ always talk with y’ mouth full¿ 
 038  (0.7) 
 039 F ºk(g)mº 
 040  (1.4) 
 041 E what about half full.= 
 042 D =↑(are) you excite[d about the places you’re ↑going?] 
 043 F                   [you shouldn’ º.hh k(g)mº         ]= 
 044  =talk while y’ have food in ↓y’ mouth. 
 045  (0.2) 
 046 E i’m excited t’ see kara agai[:n, 
 047 D                             [(yeah) 
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Appendix A: Special transcription conventions 
 
See Hepburn and Bolden (2017) for details on standard conversation-analytic 
transcription conventions. Special transcription conventions employed in transcripts 
are outlined below. 

 
 

 

Special conventions 
 

TS  
OIR 
RS 
 

Transcript lines with bolded letters preceding them denote important parts 
of the other-initiated repair sequence. “TS” indicates the trouble source 
turn, “OIR” indicates the other-initiation of repair, and “RS” indicates the 
repair solution.  
 

(-----) An alternative system for transcribing silence involves enclosing hyphens 
between parentheses. Each hyphen represents one tenth of a second, with 
every number indicating a corresponding second of silence. This notation is 
used when it is necessary to iconically depict the duration of silence. 
 

#talk 
#1.1 

Hash marks in italics signify the precise timing of screenshots presented in 
Figures. The hash mark on the transcript line indicates the moment of the 
screenshot relative to talk or silence. The corresponding screenshot is 
depicted with a hash mark and a number immediately below. The number 
indicates the data extract, and order of the screenshot (e.g., the third 
screenshot for Extract 2 would be labelled “#2.3”).  
 

  
 
 




